
Hi Lynn,

I have been selling on ebay for 7 
years. I do eBay off and on between 
my other projects. During the sum-
mer, I am an occasional yard sale 
shopper as I have spare cash.

This past summer I made a spur-
of-the-moment decision to stop at a 
yard sale just a mile from my home in 
the Flint, Michigan area. I normally 
do not carry much money with me 
,but that day I just happened to have 
$30 (that’s a lot for me!) Anyways, 
this yard sale was just stocked with 
old vintage items for really cheap 
prices! 

I snatched up as many different 
items as I could. Since I knew I only 
had $30 I tried to pick the items I 
thought would sell the highest. Two 
items that sold high for me were 
vintage Victorian Corsets in their  

 
 
original boxes. The first one sold for 
$79.75 (viewed 307 times) and the 
second one sold for $32.65 (viewed 
335 times). I paid $4.00 each for 
these.

I am deaf and enjoy working from 
home on my ebay business. I meet so 
many neat people around the world 
and it gives me equal footing with 
communication! I sell most anything 
I come across so my store is just a va-
riety of this and that.

Victorian Belfit Corset

Linda’s Story (eBay ID bienleindesign)

Victorian Belfit Corset

Description:
Great item from history! Vintage Victorian Corset from the 1800’s! 
Comes with box but I’m not sure this corset goes with this box as it 
doesn’t look like the illustration on lid. But really neat old box!
The Improved Corsetrim/ An ideal, flexible combination brassiere 
and adjustable hip confiner - assuring the always-wanted youth-
ful lines. Manufactured by Belfit Brassiere Co., Inc Brooklyn, New 
York. The Corset itself has a row of 21 metal stays for lacing up-
There are 4 garter belt attachments. All the metal eyes and hooks 
are sturdily attached. Size laid out measured at very top is 34”. 
That could be smaller laced up tighter. It is approximately 15” top 
to bottom. This has been used and is dingy. Needs a good cleaning. 
Overall seems to be in very good condition for its age. Fabric is a 
peach/pink color. Tag says: Man’f’d under Corset & Brassiere
Code Authority D reg. NO 126 NRA CODED reg. NO 126 NRA 
CODE

$79.75Winning 
Bid: 

Ended: 8/22/07
History: 17 bids

Starting Bid: $9.99
Winner: USA
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From: Yard sale
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